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Executive Summary
Background
Since 2004, Patang has been running
Life Skill Education Programme called
Making Change Makers (MCM) with
school-going students in the age group
of 13-15 years (corresponding to classes
8th and 9th) in schools of western
Odisha.
The programme aims to build
leadership among adolescents for social
change by providing them
opportunities to gain the knowledge,
skill and understanding necessary to
play an effective role in society and to
practice the value of interdependence
in the world around them.

Patang’s experience on designing and
facilitating Life skills Education with
school adolescents put forth the needs
for scaling up to reach with more
school students in the context of
Odisha.
The partnership opportunity provided
by the District Project Office, RTE- SSA
(SC/ST Education Unit), Sambalpur to
facilitate 3 days’ life skills programme
in 17 state govt. run schools was
meaningful for Patang.

What Patang did
Before conducting the life skills
programme with students, we
facilitated an orientation meeting with
the HMs of 17 schools on the
importance of life skills on students’
school and personal life. We designed
an outline for the life skills programme
and prepared training materials as per
the requirement of the students. We
used different methodologies such as
game, role play, group work, song,
drawing, presentation and many more
in designing the sessions.
After the pre-training phase, we
conducted programme in 17 schools
with 850 students of class 7th and 8th.
We covered sessions on effective
communication, self-exploration and
introspection, understanding

relationship, managing relationship,
team work and leadership styles.
At the end of the training programme,
students designed an action campaign
on different social issues with the help
of Patang facilitators and school
teachers. In the campaign the students
used their learning and performed
different activities to highlight the
issues in front of other students and
community people.
To evaluate the learning and
improvement of the students, we
designed and filled up a Social
Sensitivity Index Questionnaire by the
students before and after the training.
After each session, students were asked
to fill written feedback form.
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outcome of the programme
DIRECTLY
REACHED

850
STUDENTS

QUALITATIVE IMPACT
Teachers recognised the
process of facilitating
the life skills sessions
and the positive impact
of the sessions on
students’ participation.
Active participation of
the students during the
life skills sessions and
social action campaigns.

MORE THAN

1,000

STUDENTS REACHED
THROUGH THE
CAMPAIGNS

PARTNERED
WITH

17

GOVT.
SCHOOLS
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Positive movement of
the students in the
post-SSI score.

List of schools
CHERUAPADA NODAL UP SCHOOL
GOPALMAL UGME SCHOOL
SUNAPALI PUP SCHOOL
DHANKAUDA ME SCHOOL
VSS UGME SCHOOL
BROOKS HILL NODAL UP SCHOOL
REMED NODAL UP SCHOOL
BAREIPALI ME SCHOOL
BHATARA UGME SCHOOL
BINAKHANDI UGME SCHOOL
HIRAKUD NODAL UP SCHOOL
MAHAMMADPUR UGME SCHOOL
GOUDPALI PUP SCHOOL
UNIVERSITY CAMPUS UGME SCHOOL
DURGAPALI UGUP SCHOOL
KIRBA UP SCHOOL
NUA GUJATAL PUP SCHOOL

Sessions on Life Skills
session 1: effective communication
Objectives
To list characteristics of good and
bad listening.
To identify the obstacles of the good
listening.
To self-evaluate their listening skills
and plan for improvement.

Process
We started the session by playing a
game called ‘Chinese whispers’ with the
students to help them connect with the
session.
After the game, two students were
asked to volunteer for a role play as per
the given chit. In the play, the two
students were instructed to perform the
role of a speaker and a bad listener.
After the role play, facilitators asked
other students to share their
observations on the play and list out
the behaviour and body language of a
bad listener and the relationship
between the speaker and bad listener.
After the discussion, facilitators asked
the students to list out the behaviour
and body language of a good listener.
Then, two more students performed the
roles of a speaker and a good listener
as per the shared points.
At the end of the session, students
scaled their learning skills and shared
the plan of action to improve it.

Students' Learning
Students listed out and analysed the
behaviour and body language of a
bad and good listener.
They knew the obstacles during the
listening and its effect on the
relationship of the speaker and the
listener.
All the students analysed and scaled
their listening skills and planned to
improve it.
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session 2: Introspection and Self-Awareness
Objectives
To understand themselves better,
openly express their thoughts about
themselves.
To understand the importance of
sharing views with each other.

Process
The facilitators started the session with
an energiser to prepare the students for
the meditation. Then we took them
through a deep meditation where we
asked them to recall their strength,
weakness, dreams, likes & dislikes.
We spread the flashcard on different
pictures (animals, mountain, flower,
etc.) over the floor. Then we asked the
students to select a picture presenting
them and share why they chose the
picture and what the picture is telling
about them. Then we asked about their
feelings after sharing about them.
Then, facilitators summarised all the
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discussed points and shared that
everyone has different strength and
qualities that we must identify within
ourselves. These qualities and strength
make each of us unique. It is also
important to identify and analyse one’s
own weakness for the improvement.

Students' Learning
Through the meditation, students
identified their skills, strength and
got a platform to share with each
other.
All the students expressed a bonding
feeling after sharing about self and
hearing from others.

Nitu (a 7th class student, Kirba
School) shared that through the
process she identified her good and bad
behaviours. She will work on her
bad behaviour.

session 3: Understanding Relationships
Objectives
To understand the importance of
relationships.
To understand close and distant
relationships.

Process
In this session, students drew a circle in
the middle of a blank paper and wrote
their name inside the circle. They listed
out the relationships in their lives and
put to near or far from their self-circle
depending on their closeness with the
relations.

Students' Learning
Students identified their close and
distance relation through this
activity.
They analysed that blood relations
are not always the closest. We can
make any relation our closest.
They realised all relations are
important and planned to make the
distant relations to close one.

After that the facilitator discussed by
asking some questions like which
relationship have you placed in the
circle closest to you and why; which is
the relationship farthest from you and
why; out of these, which are from birth
and which are the ones you have
formed.
At the end of the discussion, facilitators
summarised that some relationships are
closest with us and some are less
important. We choose it according to
our like and dislike, their behaviour
with us. It is not necessary that our
blood relation will be the closest one.
Apart from it, all relations are
important for us. So, try to reduce the
differences of your distance
relationship.
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session 4: Managing Relationships
Objectives
To receive and give positive feedback
gracefully.
To evaluate the effect of appreciating
others in terms of managing
relationship.

Process
At first, we played a game ‘Ping-Pong’
with the students. Then we asked the
students to note down the name of a
person whom they had given a positive
compliment for the last time. They were
asked to keep it with themselves. Then
the students were asked to make a pair
with their friends and sit facing each
other. We gave a piece of chart paper
and colors and asked them to draw the
portrait of their friend in the pair and
write five good qualities of that friend.
After completion of the task, one by
one all the pairs shown the pictures of
their partners and shared the five good
qualities.
After sharing, we asked the students
about their feelings during sharing
about their partner’s qualities and
knowing something new about their
own qualities in front of the larger
group. Then we discussed with the
students about appreciation and its
impact on relationships. Students
shared their experiences on giving and
receiving appreciations. They shared
that they felt happy to listen something
good about themselves from their
friends and it would help them to grow
and develop their relationships too.
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Students' Learning
All the students realised the
importance of appreciation, and
agreed that giving and receiving
appreciation must be our habits.
They had an opportunity to
appreciate their friends and knew
what their friends thought about
them.
The students analysed the process of
appreciation and its necessity in
managing relationships.

Kajal Reddy (8th class student,
Cheruapada School) shared that
it is very important to maintain
the relationship with everyone.

session 5: Team Work
Objectives
To describe various behaviours that
helps/hinder in accomplishing a
group task.
To analyse one of the elements of
cooperation and reflect on their own
behaviour when working in a group.

Process
Through a game, we divided the
students in groups. In each group there
were 6-7 students. They were asked to
write about an incident they had
worked in a group and how their
experiences were. Then we asked each
group to sit in a small circle. We
distributed five envelopes (each
envelope containing pieces of a
jumbled set of a broken square) to each
group and told to make a complete
square with the broken pieces. We
selected 1-2 observers from each group
to observe the behaviour of their
respective group.

Before starting the game we shared the
objectives and rules of the game. After
finishing the game, we announced the
name of the winning group.
Then we discussed with the students
about the game and what they were
doing during the game. Then we asked
questions to each group individually,
that how was the game, what were the
reasons behind making the square
quickly or late. We noted the discussion
points on chart paper in two columns,
and then asked the students which are
good team behaviour. Then we
discussed on the bad and good team
behaviour and its effect on the group
work.

Students' Learning
Students learned about the good
team behaviour such as maintaining
discipline, following the rules,
helping others, understand the task
first then work on it.

K. Jamuna Reddy (a
student from Kirba
School) shared that
when we work in a
team we should
focus on the aim
and work with
discussing and
helping each other.
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session 6: Leadership style
Objectives
To identify three leadership styles:
autocratic, democratic and laissez
faire and analyse importance of each
style in different situations.
To describe the advantages of each
style from the task orientation and
people orientation point of view.

Process
In the beginning, of the session we
divided the participants into three
groups and asked to volunteer one
person from each group to act as the
leader in the group. We gave
instructions to enact the roles of three
leadership styles that are autocratic,
democratic and laissez faire to each
leader separately.

Then we asked one volunteer from each
group to observe the leader’s attitude
and behaviour towards the group
members and how the leaders are
leading the group towards achieving
the team goal. After that we gave all
the three groups some flowers, two
needles and thread to make a garland
in the guidance of their leaders. It was
an inter competition among the groups
to make a beautiful and long garland.
After making the garland, we declared
the winner group.
Then we discussed on what the leaders
were doing in the group during the
task, how they were behaving with the
group members, how it helped
achieving or losing the team goal. We
noted all the discussion points in three
columns and presented the democratic,
autocratic and laissez faire leadership
styles. Then we discussed more on the
leadership styles and its effect on the
task and people. After sharing about
the acting of the leaders, to add fun we
told the group members to offer the
garland to their respective leaders.

Students' Learning
After the exercise some students
were happy, and some were
unhappy as they could not complete
their tasks because of their leader.
Students experienced different
leadership styles and identified their
characteristics.

Lilima Munda (8th class student,
Dhankauda ME School) shared that
she analysed that every learning
styles are essential for different
situations.
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Students-led Social
Action Campaign
Social action campaigns
The social action campaign is a
platform for the students to use their
learning from the sessions and
demonstrate leadership. After finishing
the life skills sessions, we conducted
social action campaigns in 11 schools on
different issues related to environment,
girls’ education, health and sanitation,
and gender-based violence.
Before staring the campaign, students
chose an issue. Then, they discussed
and decided to use different
methodologies to aware others on the
issues. We facilitated the students in
the preparation of the activities such as
theatre, songs, posters making, story,
etc. After the preparation, the students
performed it in front of the other
students, teachers and community
people.

Social action campaigns
were held in 11 schools
on issues related to
health and sanitation,
environment and gender
equality

School's name

Campaign's Topic

Reach (no. of people)

Cheruapada Nodal UP School

Say No To Plastic Use

70

Remed Nodal UP School

Water and Sanitation

112

Bareipali ME School

Gender Issues

89

Bhatra UGME School

Importance of Trees

75

Binakhandi UGME School

Girls Education and Child Marriage

80

Hirakud Nodal UP School

Health and Sanitation

135

Mahammadpur UGME School

Presentation of the Learnings
through Role Play and Face Painting

355

U. Campus UGME School

Plantation and Eve-teasing

58

Durgapali UGUP School

Environment

150

Kirba UP School

Presentation of the Learnings
through drama and news

86

Nua Gujatal PUP School

Presentation of the Learnings
through drama

145

Total

1,355

Learnings from the Social
action campaigns
The social action campaigns were very fruitful
to analyse the learnings of the students from
different sessions. The students took responsibility
and demonstrated leadership during the
campaigns as per their strength and skills.
In a team, they prepared the activities and
performed confidently in front of others.
The campaigns provided space for the students to
develop understanding on different social issues
and address them before a larger group. Even the
students who did not participate actively performed
confidently.
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Programme Outcome
Analysis of Social Sensitivity Index
Questionnaire
Even though we worked with 850 students in 17 schools in Sambalpur, only 688
students have submitted the pre and post ‘Social Sensitivity Index (SSI)’
questionnaire. The table below shows the detailed score of the pre and post
workshop questionnaire administered at the beginning and at the end of the life
skills programme.

From the data, it is easy to observe that the programme had a very positive
impact on the students. In all target schools, the score of the post-workshop
questionnaire is higher compared to the score of the pre-session test. The
students articulated their learning very well and shared their feedbacks in
writing. We also observed that the students who were more impacted were the
ones who actively designed and implemented the Social Action Campaigns in
their schools.
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Students' feedback
We learnt that we should listen properly when
someone is saying something before acting upon
it; then we will be able to use it properly. If we
do not listen others properly, we will be unable
to understand properly what the person is saying
and will face problem later.
- Aditya Behera, Class-VII, BrooksHill
Nodal UP School

I got to know Who Am I and what is My Identity. I also got to know that I have many qualities.
Some of those are good and some are bad. Firstly I wanted to avoid my bad qualities and did
it. Then I identified my good qualities (helping others, planting trees, be friendly to everyone)
and decided where to apply it. Like the Everest or any other mountain that stands firmly
during any natural calamity, I will also face every situation bravely without breaking down
and try to learn from the situation without avoiding it. I should poses as much as good
qualities because it is not harmful for anyone rather useful from every sense. If we pose good
qualities then our country will progress and we will be loved by others.

- Aisha Parween, Class-VIII, Sunapali PUP School

Through the ‘Who am I?’ session I got to know that
what types of qualities I pose so that I can touch
hearts of others and make myself and my parents
proud. I realized that I have the quality to mix up with
everyone and like a bird can fly everywhere, I also want
to fly. I will improve as a person with these qualities.

- Sanjana Majhi, Class-VII, Kirba UP School
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Teachers’ Response

The programme is very helpful for the students, because
through this programme students can learn many things. The
discussion on Lifeskills helps them to choose a right path for
their life. Even the students, who is shy in nature and could not
participate in classroom activities, participated in all the
activities confidently. Apart from it, students need to learn and
work on social issues, because it develops their moral values. In
my opinion, if the programme is run regularly in schools,
students can learn more by reading books, performing plays,
etc. I’d like to thank Patang’s facilitators for their methods and
activities in classroom.

- MS. KANCHAN PRAVA NANDA,
REMED NODAL UP SCHOOL

The programme should be run in every school, because
through it students learnt about good relationship, good
listening, good and bad behaviour, discipline and how to
face every problem and take good decisions. Through
discussion, students learnt about their environment and
involved in various activities and social campaigns. [….]
Please continue to run this programme and to conduct such
activities twice a week.

- MS. RITABALA BEHERA,
BARAIPALI ME SCHOOL
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Case Studies
Case Study No. 1
Lucy Gartia is a 6th class student of Remed Nodal UP School who fears a lot.
After going through the Life Skill Programme of Patang, the facilitators
identified many small changes within her. The programme was divided into
various levels and designed in a friendly manner. During the programme, when
all the participants took part in the programme, Lucy made excuses of not
attending any session and sit quietly by the side while others actively
participated in all the activities.
To make her participate in the activities, the facilitators made her sit in the
front line. Gradually, her mindset changed after seeing other participants
learning and enjoying from the activities and she started participating in the
sessions. She started participating in the discussions and in the leisure time
interacted with other participants.
During the last day of training, Lucy came forward and said that she wants to
participate in the drama during social action campaign. Lucy very actively
participated in the drama. The way she performed in the drama was itself an
evident that she has oppressed the fear which was inside her earlier.

Case Study No. 2
Sandhyarani Surujal is an 8th class student at U Campus UGME School. In the
beginning of the workshop, Sandhya was only listening to the facilitators. But
gradually she became more comfortable because of the ‘Learn with Fun’
sessions. In the ‘Who Am I?’ session, she was encouraged by the facilitators to
express her thoughts and seeing her friends’ sharing she opened up. She
shared how she relates to the things in the pictures which reflected her high
moral values of life. In the session relating her to trees she shared how trees
play a vital role in our life and keeps on helping others in every part of its life.
She also wants to be the same and help everyone. She was enthusiast enough
and requested to share more herself relating with rose; she said girls are like
roses who are capable enough to do any work in this world. It is also shameful
how parents look their girl child as burden. Girls should be given equal
opportunity as boys to bloom as strong beautiful roses. After this session she
developed self-confidence.
After the workshop she shared all her learning in front of her teacher
confidently. She was also encouraging others to participate in the sessions and
the action play. She led the social action play ‘Eve teasing’ and presented in
front of all very efficiently. She also shared her gratitude towards the
facilitators and the workshop. She said that she was looking for such kind of
opportunities and is very blessed to be a part of it.
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Annexure
Training Programme Outline
Duration

Objective

Details of session

DAY 1
10.30am-11.30am

Pre-test
Social Sensitivity Index
questionnaire

11.30am-1.00pm

List down the importance
of effective
communication

Effective Communication
3 minutes test and good
listening

2.00pm- 3.30pm

Analyse the importance
of self-reflection
in life

Introspection & SelfAwareness
Who am I?

DAY 2
10.30am-11.30am

Understand the
importance of
relationships

Understanding
Relationships
Mapping relationships

11.30am-1.00pm

Understand close
and distant
relationships

Managing
Relationships

2.00pm- 4.00pm

Understand the
importance of
working together to
achieve group goals

Understanding
team work
Broken Square

15

DAY 3

16

10.30am-12.00am

Identify and analyse
different leadership
styles

Leadership
Styles

12.00am-1.00pm

Use the learning from the
sessions and demonstrate
leadership

Students-led Social
Action Campaign
Design and implement
social action campaign

2.00pm- 2.30pm

Reflection of 3 days
learnings+students
feedback

2.30am-3.30pm

Post-test
Social Sensitivity Index
questionnaire

3.30pm- 4.00pm

Distribution of
certificates to the
students

Students’ Feedback

17

18

Teachers’ Feedback

19

20

21

22

DPO Permission letter

23

Certificate of Participation

24

At- Deheripali,
Near Chakabandi office,
Budharaja, Sambalpur-768004,
Odisha (India)
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Email - team@patangindia.org
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